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MR. WRONGThat was once Red-Hot Satin what Hayley Jerome needed--and fast! She'd
informed her meddling mom that she had a fiance, and now they have been all presupposed to
meet. The hitch used to be that there has been no fiance, until eventually horny co-worker Nick
O'Neill conned his method into enjoying "Michael Becker"-the worst the male race needed to
offer. mother may perhaps meet the hideous "Mikey," Hayley could unload the creep, and
nobody will be wiser.Trouble was, Hayley used to be commencing to like Mikey--er, Nick. And
once they received taken with a perilous scam, Nick's protecting fingers regarded oh, so
inviting. Hayley's overwed mother had made her cautious of love, yet Nick was once starting to
thieve her heart. What was once a girl to do?
three half Stars! ~ Hayley works on the division of Justice as a researcher following the paper
path of crimes committed. Nick is an secret agent for the dept and he is simply come off a really
extreme case. He'd regularly intended to get to understand Hayley greater however it appeared
they by no means bumped into each one other, until eventually now. He convinces her to visit
dinner with him and Hayley unearths herself confiding in him that her mother's coming to city
and that Hayley has to provide a fiance, one who she's made as much as get her matchmaking
mom off her back. Nick volunteers to play the part, in any case he is a grasp of disguise. The
plan is to develop into a fiance that Hayley's mom will dislike lots that she'll inspire Hayley to
offload him and optimistically additionally positioned a cease to her meddling. And so the thrill
begins, as Nick takes out Hayley on dates as numerous characters from bikers to millionaires. in
simple terms Hayley loves Red-Hot Satin the Red-Hot Satin sport and will get correct into the
position playing. On one of many dates, they run right into a shady personality Nick had
attempted to place away, and Nick has to renew that undercover position once more putting
Hayley in danger.This was once a enjoyable read. it really is seen Nick and Hayley are intended
for every different and alot of enjoyable gazing them understand it too. the harmful undercover
scheme they get entangled in provides a component Red-Hot Satin of intrigue. good done!
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